
 

Instructions for the Students November 2021 Online 
Examination 

1. The examinations will be conducted through On-line for the candidates registered for 

November 2021 examinations. 

 

2. The time duration of examinations will be 180 minutes (3 Hours).  
 

3. The session timings are  

 FN-10.00 a.m. to 1.00 p.m.  

 AN- 2.00 p.m. to 5.00 p.m. 

 

4. The student has to download the Question papers from the ERP - LMS on the day of 

examination for Regular subjects at 9.40 a.m. for FN session and 1.40 p.m. for AN session.  

 

5. Soon after downloading the QP, student has to cross check the subject code with their hall 

ticket. If student finds any mismatch of subject code, that need to be brought to the notice of the 

Mentor immediately.  

 

6. The next step is to post the term “DOWNLOADED QP” in Mentor whatsapp group, otherwise the 

student will be considered as Absent. 

 

7. Use only A4 size paper and write the examinations strictly within 40 pages. 

 

8. The students must write their Register number, subject code, centre code, page number 

and signature on top right corner of the answer script in each and every page. 

 

9. The students must write the examinations in blue or black pen and are not allowed to type in 

answer paper and also copy & paste the text book images in their answer scripts. 

 

10. After completing the exam, in another 15 minutes the students has to scan the answer 

script page wise ➔ Convert PDF format (check whether all the pages are scanned) ➔ 

name the PDF file  - reg no_sub code_date of exam (Ex:532100285_DLZ1K_04.02.2022) ➔ 

Mail it to mentor mail id 

 

11. After mailing the answer script to the mentor, the student gets an acknowledgement mail from 

the mentor. 

 

12. Safeguard the answer scripts till the department instructs to submit the hard copies. 

 

13. For any clarification, students can contact class in-charges/Nodal officers.      

 
 

 


